INTRODUCTION

Dying has become a problem. Recent technological advances have transformed the act of dying by making it possible not only to alleviate pain but also to extend life. The resulting possibility of being maintained on life support for months, and in some cases for years, has engendered anxiety among elderly and non-elderly patients. Accordingly, patients and their families are more and more willing to take part in the medical decisions at the end of life. They, their physicians, the public, and policy makers have recently had to face several difficult questions. Should a terminally ill patient be allowed to die? Should the medical profession have the option of helping such a patient to die?

Opinions about helping patients to die

The two most controversial end of life decisions are those in which physicians actively help patients to die, by means of either physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. In physician assisted suicide, the physician provides the patient with the means to end his or her own life. In euthanasia, the physician deliberately and directly intervenes to end the patient’s life; this is sometimes called “active euthanasia” to distinguish it from withholding or withdrawing treatment needed to sustain life.

The opinions about physician assisted suicide and euthanasia of members of the medical professions have been extensively examined. A survey in 1996 of physicians throughout the US found that, if it were legal, 36% of respondents would be willing to hasten a patient’s death by prescribing medication and 24% would provide a lethal injection. Physicians in France have been more reluctant to prescribe medication and 24% would provide a lethal injection.

Factors influencing acceptability

Knowing the relative impact of various factors on people’s opinions about the acceptability of helping to end a patient’s life would provide guidance to those who assist patients and their families in making end of life decisions—physicians, health psychologists, lawyers, and medical ethicists—as well as to those who make health care policy. Multiple investigators have examined these factors.
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Cuperus-Bosma, van der Wal, Looman, and van der Maas used the most rigorous methodology. They systematically manipulated the characteristics of their patient vignettes in order to determine the relative impacts of these characteristics on the participants’ judgments. They asked members of the public prosecution in Netherlands to decide whether to hold an inquest in each vignette. They examined three factors: type of suffering (pain or loss of dignity); life expectancy (short, medium, or long), and the existence of an explicit request (yes, no, not mentioned). The presence or absence of an explicit request was the strongest determinant of the prosecutors’ decision, although they also took both other factors into account.

Our aims were to extend the scope and methods of Cuperus-Bosma and colleagues by looking at lay people and determining not only what factors are most important for them in judging the acceptability of physicians’ interventions to end patients’ lives, but also in what way these factors interact. We measured, to begin with, the impact of a broad spectrum of factors already shown to affect people’s opinions: the patient’s age; the level of curability of the illness; the degree of physical suffering; the patient’s mental status; the kind of life ending procedure envisioned (euthanasia versus physician assisted suicide); and the presence or absence of an explicit request. We kept constant the type of suffering, which was identified as physical rather than mental, and life expectancy, which was set at one week to one month.

We examined, in addition, how these factors interact as people integrate them in their overall judgments of acceptability. We wanted to investigate such unanswered questions as whether the effect of curability is always the same irrespective of the patient’s age, or whether the effect of patient request depends on the patient’s mental status or on the kind of life ending procedure envisioned. We also looked at how people’s personal characteristics influence the way they form their acceptability judgments—whether, for example, the effect of request depends on the age of the participant, or whether the severity of suffering has the same effect irrespective of the participant’s gender. We expected that these answers would give further guidance to health care advisers and policy makers.

Furthermore, our design—in which participants’ ages ranged from 18 to 85 and patients’ ages (about whom the participants were asked) varied from 35 to 60 to 85—allowed us to study the effects of and interactions between these two age factors. This information is of particular interest because, in actual practice, decisions about ending life are typically made by younger people about older patients.

**METHODS**

**The functional theory of cognition**

The methodology was based on the functional theory of cognition of Norman H Anderson. This methodology’s primary aim is to reveal the cognitive rules used by people to integrate information when they make a judgment or decision. It assumes that people place subjective values on different pieces of information and that they combine these subjective values by means of a cognitive algebra dominated by addition, multiplication, and averaging. It studies how they do this indirectly and functionally—that is, it infers from people’s judgments of the combined value of two or more stimuli (or pieces of information) the cognitive rules used to arrive at these judgments.

In Anderson’s methodology, participants evaluate combinations of factors, rather than single factors. Accordingly, we presented our participants with a series of patient vignettes rather than with a questionnaire and thereby were able to simulate the way the issue would appear in real life—in the context of concrete patients with particular characteristics. Anderson’s methodology requires, in addition, a complete factorial design—that is, our set of vignettes had to consist of all possible combinations of the within subjects factors. This design not only facilitates the determination of the impact of each factor on the overall judgments, but is necessary for the investigation of their interactions and of the cognitive rules participants have used in combining them. Furthermore, Anderson found that the true importance for people of each factor and the cognitive rules they employed were revealed better by stable rather than by momentary judgments of combined values. His methodology also requires, therefore, that participants become familiar with the task and with these combinations of variables in a “familiarisation” phase before they give a final set of judgments. This methodology has been widely utilised by the authors and others (as cited by Anderson).

**Participants**

The participants were unpaid volunteers. They were recruited and tested by two research assistants who were psychology students trained in the techniques of functional measurement. Each research assistant contacted 150 people walking along city sidewalks, explained the study, asked them to participate, and, if they agreed, arranged where and when to administer the experiment. Of these 300, 194 (65%) participated. All came from the same city of 200 000 inhabitants in western France (Tours).

The research assistants were instructed to recruit an approximately equal number of participants among three age groups. The “young adults” consisted of 66 persons (41 women and 25 men) aged between 18 and 25 years, with a mean of 21 years and 7 months. The “middle aged adults” consisted of 62 persons (34 women and 28 men) aged between 34 and 50 years, with a mean of 42 years and 7 months. The “older adults” consisted of 66 persons (39 women and 27 men) aged between 51 and 77 years, with a mean of 60 years and one month.

**Material**

The material consisted of 72 cards containing a story of a few lines, a question, and a response scale. The stories were composed with a five within subject factor design—that is, all combinations of patient’s age (three levels); curability of illness (two levels); degree of suffering (two levels); patient’s mental status (two levels), and extent of patient’s requests at the procedure (three levels). The quality of care (the best available) and life expectancy (one week to three months) were held constant; the suffering was specified as physical pain. Each story contained these five information items in the following order: (a) the patient’s age (35, 60, or 85 years); (b) the level of curability (or incurability) of the illness (completely incurable versus extremely difficult to cure); (c) the degree of the suffering (no pain versus extreme physical pain); (d) the patient’s mental status (good mental health versus mental impairment), and; (e) the extent to which the patient requests the life ending procedure (no request, some form of request, repeated formal request). All patients were identified as “Mr”. The only additional information was: “He is currently receiving the best possible treatment.” Under each story was a question and a response scale. For 95 participants, the question was: “To what extent do you believe that euthanasia would be an acceptable procedure in this case?” For the remaining 99 participants, the question was: “To what extent do you believe that physician assisted suicide would be an acceptable procedure in this case?” The response scale was a 35 cm scale with a left hand anchor of “not acceptable at all” and a right hand anchor of...
“completely acceptable.” Two examples are given in the appendix.

The cards were arranged by chance and in a different order for each participant.

Procedure
The site was a vacant classroom in the university or the private home of the adult participant. Each person was tested individually by one of the psychology students trained in Anderson’s methods. The session had two phases. In the familiarisation phase, the experimenter explained to each participant what was expected—that is, that he or she was to read a certain number of stories in which a person is suffering from an illness that is incurable or extremely difficult to treat and requests or does not request the right to die, and that in each case the participant was to indicate the degree of acceptability of a decision to end the person’s life. Next, each participant was presented with 36 stories taken from the complete set. The participant read each story out loud, after which the experimenter reminded him or her of the items of information the story contained. The participant then provided the requested acceptability rating. After completing the 36 ratings, the participant was allowed to compare responses and change them. In the experimental phase, the whole set of 72 stories was presented. Each participant provided ratings at his or her own pace, but was no longer allowed to compare responses nor to go back and make changes as in the familiarisation phase. In both phases, the experimenters routinely made certain that each subject, regardless of age or educational level, was able to grasp all the necessary information before making a rating.

The participants took 30–60 minutes to complete both phases. The experimental phase went quickly because they were already familiar with the task and the material. The participants knew in advance how long the experiment would last. None of them complained about the number of vignettes they were required to evaluate.

Data analysis
In accordance with Anderson’s methodology,3 the data were analyzed, at the group level, by performing analysis of variance and by constructing graphs (using Statistica 5.0). The design of the analysis of variance was Scale (for euthanasia or physician assisted suicide) × age group of participant; × age of patient; × curability; × degree of suffering; × mental status of patient, and × extent of request, 2 × 3 × 2 × 3, respectively. Gender, religious belief, and educational level were not introduced as factors in this design because preliminary analyses showed they had no significant effects and were not involved in significant interactions with the other factors. In light of the multiplicity of comparisons, the level of significance was set at 0.005.

The graphs were made by plotting the mean group judgments of the acceptability of the life ending procedure associated with two of the variables. The judgment was on the Y axis, one of the variables was on the X axis, and for each value of X, multiple points represented the different levels of the second variable combined with that one level of the first variable. Lines were drawn to connect all the points with the same level of the second variable. As Anderson and his colleagues have repeatedly demonstrated,20 the relation to each other of the lines in the graphs reveals the cognitive rule employed. For example, parallel lines indicate addition, and diverging lines (like a fan opening outward) indicate multiplication or, in some circumstances, averaging. The assumptions of the methodology and the validity of the results were to be confirmed by the consistency of the graphs (assuming such a consistency was found)—that is, by the fact that multiple lines had the same relation to each other.

RESULTS
For each of the 72 situations in the experimental phase, the distance was measured between the left anchor and each answer given by the participant on the response scale. All subsequent analyses were based on these measures of distance. The highest mean response, 30.1 cms, was still very distant from the possible maximal answer, 35 cms. There was thus no ceiling effect to complicate the interpretation of the results.

Characteristics of participants
Among the participants, 59% were women. Sixty per cent had completed secondary education. Thirty per cent lived in a rural setting, 20% in the suburbs, and 50% in the city. Fifty four per cent indicated they were religious believers, and 46% non believers, although only 7% were churchgoers. Ten per cent said their lives had been in real danger at least once, and 12% said they had personally confronted the problem of euthanasia for someone close to them. None of these characteristics—including gender, educational level, and religious belief—had a significant main effect or interaction with the other factors.

Main effects
Four within subjects factors (out of the five within subjects factors considered in the study) had a significant effect. The older the patient (20.21–15.03 = 5.18 cms between the oldest and the youngest), the less curable the illness (15.35–15.66 = 0.31 cms), and the more the suffering (19.14–15.88 = 3.26 cms), the more the request (23.79–10.28 = 13.51 for repeated requests versus none), the more acceptable did participants find physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. The four F values were $F(2, 376) = 188.82, p < 0.0001$; $F(1, 188) = 214.76, p < 0.0001$; $F(1, 188) = 188.40, p < 0.0001$; and $F(2, 376) = 579.63, p < 0.0001$. Patient demand clearly had more impact than the other factors. Only one of the three between subjects factors had a significant effect. Responses given when the Physician assisted suicide scale was used were systematically higher than when the euthanasia scale was used (18.88–16.13 = 2.75 cms), $F(1, 188) = 13.63, p = 0.003$. The age of the participant had no main effect.

Interactions
Several significant interactions were observed. Three of them involved the scale used and are shown in figure 1. In the top panel the three patient ages are on the horizontal axis, and the mean judgments of acceptability are on the vertical axis. Each curve corresponds to one of the scales, physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. The two curves are ascending: the older the patient, the more acceptable the physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. The two curves are separated; responses to the physician assisted suicide scale were higher than to the euthanasia scale. Furthermore, the two curves are not parallel. They form a fan shaped graph open to the right, for the physician assisted suicide curve is steeper than the euthanasia curve. Thus, on average, when participants considered physician assisted suicide, the impact of the patient’s age was stronger than when they considered euthanasia: $F(1, 376) = 11.63, p < 0.0001$ (Figure 1).

The centre panel is constructed in the same way as the top panel except that the two levels of curability of the illness are on the horizontal axis. The less curable the illness, the more acceptable the recourse to physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. The physician assisted suicide curve is again steeper than the euthanasia curve. Thus the impact of the curability of the illness was stronger when physician assisted suicide was under consideration than when euthanasia was being considered: $F(1, 188) = 7.29, p < 0.0001$.
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In the bottom panel the three levels of request are on the horizontal axis. The more repetitive the request, the more acceptable the recourse to physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. The curves form a fan shaped graph open this time to the left. The euthanasia curve is in this case steeper that the physician assisted suicide curve. When participants judged the acceptability of euthanasia, the impact of the patient's request was stronger than when they considered physician assisted suicide: $F(2,376) = 18.04, p<0.0001$.

Two of the interactions involved the participant’s age group and are shown in figure 2. In the top panel the three patient ages are on the horizontal axis, and the mean judgments are on the vertical axis. Each curve corresponds to one of the participants’ age groups. The older the patient, the more acceptable the recourse to physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. Responses given by the middle aged adults were systematically higher than responses given by the young adults. The older adults curve is steeper than the others. When old adults were judging the acceptability of physician assisted suicide or euthanasia, the patient’s age had more impact than when middle aged or young adults were judging it: $F(4,376) = 4.03, p = 0.003$ (Figure 2).

In the centre panel the three levels of request are on the horizontal axis. The more repetitive the request, the more acceptable the recourse to physician assisted suicide or euthanasia. The young adult curve is steeper than the others. When the young adults were judging the acceptability of euthanasia. Responses given by the middle aged adults were systematically higher than responses given by the young adults. The older adults curve is steeper than the others. When older adults were judging the acceptability of physician assisted suicide or euthanasia, the patient’s age had more impact than when middle aged or young adults were judging it: $F(4,376) = 4.03, p = 0.003$ (Figure 2).
physician assisted suicide or euthanasia, the degree of request had more impact than when middle aged or older adults were: $F(4,376) = 8.56, p < 0.0001$.

Finally, one interaction involved only within subjects factors, as shown in the bottom panel of figure 2. The three levels of request are on the horizontal axis. The curves correspond to the two degrees of mental impairment. They form a fan shaped graph open to the left. When the patient in the vignette was in good mental health, the request factor had more impact on participants’ judgments than when the patient was mentally impaired. The difference between the two curves is, however, restricted to the no request level. When there was no patient request, the acceptability of physician assisted suicide or euthanasia was judged higher when the patient was mentally impaired than when the patient was not impaired: $F(2,376) = 39.99, p < 0.0001$.

Figure 3 shows the combined effect of the other within subjects factors (except for mental state, for which the main effect was small). In all cases, the pattern of results was parallelism. There was no interaction between these factors (Figure 3).

**DISCUSSION**

Figure 4 is a synthetic presentation of the complex set of results encountered in the study. People’s judgment of the acceptability of physician assisted suicide or euthanasia appeared to depend mainly and additively on four of the five factors we examined: the level of patient suffering in spite of treatment; the extent to which the patient requested the life ending procedure; the age of the patient, and the degree of curability of the illness. These results are consistent with the findings of previous investigators. The patient’s mental status had no direct effect. Its only effect was that, in the case of no request, the level of acceptability was slightly higher when the patient was mentally impaired, regardless of the other elements in the situation and the participant’s characteristics.

The variation introduced in the judgment task (euthanasia versus physician assisted suicide) and the age of the participants did not alter the basic cognitive additive schema just described. Both factors exerted their effects mainly by modifying the impact of the situational factors. Older adults placed more importance than middle aged adults on the patient’s age, and middle aged adults placed more importance on it than did young adults. By contrast, older adults placed less importance than the middle aged on the number of patient requests, and the middle aged less than young adults. It appears, therefore, that, in judging the acceptability of procedures to end life, people may attach more importance to their age, and less importance to their own wishes, in proportion to the number of years they have already lived. Clearly older adults' judgments of the acceptability of life ending procedures need further study.

People judged euthanasia as less acceptable than physician assisted suicide. This was already shown by Ho (although...
this was in contrast to Singer and colleagues). The people attached greater importance to the patient’s age and to the curability level of the illness when considering physician assisted suicide than when considering euthanasia. The differences between the two procedures were maximal when the patient did not request a life ending act, but disappeared when the patient requested it repetitively. The likely explanation is that physician assisted suicide implies, by definition, that the patient him or herself wills and performs the life ending act and can, until the ultimate moment, refrain from performing it. These differences thus reflect the fact that the participants correctly interpreted the distinction between euthanasia and physician assisted suicide.

The experimental task imposed several limitations. It involved vignettes and hypothetical judgments, not real life patients and actual decisions. The information available to the participants was, therefore, restricted to a few dimensions; they could not deepen their understanding by asking further questions about the patients. In addition, we could not study all the known or presumed influences on the acceptability of a physician’s intervention to help a patient die; we are currently measuring the relative importance of the factors of life expectancy and requests by the patient’s family. Although participants could ask questions about the task during the phase of familiarisation, we are not certain that they all shared, in particular, the assumed interpretation of the question about physician assisted suicide when the patient had not expressed a wish to resort to it—namely, that the physician, unasked, offered to provide the means. People were asked to rate acceptability on a continuous scale; whereas in reality the decision for an individual patient or the policy for a group of patients would need to specify yes or no.

Our findings are also, of course, limited by the nature of our sample. It was a convenience sample of moderate size and restricted to the inhabitants of a small city in France. The methodology of in depth study of the way participants combined information precluded the recruitment of a large sample. Although we do not expect French people to differ greatly from those of other Western countries in the way they integrate information about life ending decisions, Braun and colleagues have demonstrated that ethnicity affects the relative importance given to different attitude factors. In addition, although in order to be recruited and participate, the participants had to be ambulatory, willing to participate, and able to perform the task, we did not screen them for known terminal disease, for early dementia, or depression. Since depressed patients are more likely to favour euthanasia and physician assisted suicide, it is likely that depressed members of the public would do the same. Finally, we did not have enough participants to search for differences between the younger and older members of the “older adults” category (ages 51–77). The nature of the sample prevents us, therefore, from attempting to generalise our findings widely.

None the less, by including in the design the ages of both patients and decision makers and by extending these ages to include both older adults and young adults, we derived lessons that, while tentative, are important for advisers of patients and their families and for formulators of health policy. Medical practitioners, health psychologists, health care lawyers, and medical ethicists will know better what issues they must be sure to discuss with patients and families, and policy makers will know better what factors must be addressed in guidelines, rules, and laws. They will know, in particular, that the key factor for lay persons, especially for younger persons, in judging the acceptability of an action by a physician to help a patient to die is a repeated request for it by the patient and that the age of the patient is less important to them than this request. This finding supports the inclusion in proposed and enacted legislation to legalise physician assisted suicide of several documented assertions by the patient over time of a desire to terminate his or her life.
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APPENDIX

EXAMPLES OF VIGNETTES

Mr Durand is 35 years old.
He has a serious illness, difficult to treat given current knowledge.
He is currently receiving the best possible treatment.
He suffers atrociously; only an appropriate pain medication can relieve his suffering.
He is mentally impaired.
He has never expressed a wish to resort to euthanasia or physician assisted suicide.

To what extent do you think that euthanasia is an acceptable solution in this case?
Not at all acceptable — Completely acceptable

Mr Dupuis is 85 years old.
He has a serious illness, totally incurable given current knowledge.
He is currently receiving the best possible treatment.
He suffers atrociously; pain medication cannot relieve his suffering.

He is in good mental health.
He has asked clearly and repeatedly to resort to euthanasia or physician assisted suicide.

To what extent do you think that physician assisted suicide is an acceptable solution in this case?
Not at all acceptable — Completely acceptable
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